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Summary and conclusion
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Sentinel-1 GPS antenna offset estimation based on different orbit and observation modelling
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Motivation: Differences between Sentinel-1A & -1B

The SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar) Copernicus Sentinel-1 
satellites require a high orbit accuracy of 5 cm in 3D. The 
official orbit products delivered by the Copernicus POD 
(Precise Orbit Determination) Service (Fernández et al. 2015) 
fulfil this requirement. Nevertheless, analyses show 
discrepancies in the orbit results for the two satellites 
Sentinel-1A and Sentinel-1B.
Differences in GPS antenna offset coordinates might explain 
the discrepancies in the estimated orbit parameters. Such 
offset estimations are, however, very sensitive to orbit and 
observation modelling. 
The Copernicus Sentinel-1 satellites have a very complex 
shape with the long SAR antenna and the two large solar 
arrays. A simple box-wing model might not be sufficient for 
this. Simple assumptions on shadowing effects or a ray-
tracing model of the satellite can improve the orbit 
modelling. Recently also a big improvement step on 
observation modelling side has been done by making single 
receiver ambiguity resolution possible.
The impact of both orbit and observation modelling 
improvements on GPS antenna offset estimation is analysed 
and presented for the two Copernicus Sentinel-1 satellites. 

Figure 1: Artificial view 
of the Sentinel-1 
satellite with the GPS 
antennas on top and 
axes in satellite body-
fixed reference system.
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Figure 2: Examples for 
differences in estimated 
orbit parameters 
(radiation pressure 
coefficient (top) and 
CPR along-track sine 
(bottom) for Sentinel-1A 
and -1B in the year 
2018.
Possible cause are 
erroneous displacement 
vectors between GPS 
antenna phase centers
and center of mass of 
the satellite.

Þ Estimation of the Y- and Z-component of this 
displacement vector (satellite antenna offset) for 
both satellites. X-component closely corresponds to 
flight direction and is correlated to the timing and, 
therefore, to the GPS receiver clock estimates.

Software: NAPEOS (Navigation Package for Earth Observation Satellites)
GPS observations from Sentinel-1A &-1B for 2018
GPS orbits & clocks: IGS Final (ambiguity-float) or GRGS Final (ambiguity-fixed)
Common for all solutions:  
• 32 h arc length
• 15 atmospheric drag scale factors estimated, solar radiation pressure  (SRP) coefficient fixed to 1.0
• 3 empirical CPR sets in along- and cross-track (sine & cosine) estimated
• Box-wing model used for modelling drag, solar radiation pressure (SRP) and Earth radiation
• Y- and Z-component of satellite antenna offset estimated (delta to a-priori values) 
Solutions (differences to standard solution listed):
• A: Solar radiation pressure  (SRP) coefficient estimated
• B: no CPR coefficients estimated
• C: Standard solution
• D: Insufficient (too small areas) box-wing model used
• E: Constant area for modelling solar radiation pressure, no Earth radiation
• F: Box-wing model updated with simplified shadowing (Peter et al. 2018)
• FC: Ambiguity-fixing; Standard solution
• FF: Ambiguity-fixing; Box-wing model updated with simplified shadowing (Peter et al.2018)
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• Estimates from Solution A show large dispersion in non-eclipse periods due to the 
parallel estimation of the radiation pressure coefficient

• Estimates from Solution B show only slightly higher noise than those from Solution C
due to the missing empirical CPR parameters => sub-mm differences in the mean 
offsets  

Þ Figure 4
• Different box-wing models/constant area mainly impact the estimates in non-eclipse 

periods, during eclipse period the differences are smaller => up to cm differences in the 
mean offsets

• Including shadowing effects has marginal impact on the offset estimates

Þ Figure 5
• Carrier-phase ambiguity fixing significantly stabilises the offset estimates
• Including shadowing effects (FF) slightly changes the offset estimates

Figures 3-5: Δy (left) and
Δz (right) for different
solutions and for
Sentinel-1A (top) and
Sentinel-1B (bottom).
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• Antenna offset estimation for the Copernicus Sentinel-1 satellites became necessary due to 
unexplained differences in the orbit determination results between Sentinel-1A & -1B

• Complex shape of the Sentinel-1 satellite makes non-gravitational force modelling challenging
• Sensitivity of antenna offset estimates to insufficient non-gravitational force modelling is significant 

but is also depending on eclipse/non-eclipse periods
• Carrier-phase ambiguity fixing significantly improves the antenna offset estimation because of the 

significant reduction of parameters in the estimation process
• Application of the estimated offsets (FF) leads to very similar (within 1-2mm) displacement vectors 

between GPS antenna reference point and center of mass of the satellites for both satellites 
Yapriori
(m)

YFF (m) Zapriori
(m)

ZFF (m)

S-1A 0.3411 0.3406 -1.8810 -1.8740
S-1B 0.3341 0.3393 -1.8920 -1.8736

Introduction


